




THE KORAT CAT 

BREEDING 
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The Korat is a silverblue, medium-sized 
cat with smooth curves and a heartshaped 
head and face. The body is semi-cobby, 
muscular and hard. 

When viewing the cat from the front, you 
will immediately notice its eyes, which 
are large and wide open and have a depth 
and intensity that is extraordinary. 
The eyebrow ridges form the upper curves 
of the head and the strong jaw and chin 
complete the heartshape. The broad flat 
forehead has very often, especially in 
mature cats, a furrow or crease which 
emphasizes the heartshape. 

Continuing downwards, you will notice 
the broad chest, which allows for good 
space between the forelegs and this, in 
turn, connotes strength, especially in 
males. Females tend to be smaller, but 
the impression of supple strength is 
still there. 

Breeding of the first Karats outside of Thailand was accomplished 
in the United States, some 30 years ago, by Mrs. Jean Johnson, 
who used a pair Karats she had received as a gift from Thailand. 
With the import, in the ensuing years, of an additional 40 to 50 
cats·, good breeding lines were established. To protect the breed 
and preserve its natural qualities, the first association for 
Korat owners was founded--the Korat Cat Fanciers Association 
(KCFA) . Because the Korat is one of the few remaining natural 
breeds, it was established that only Korat-to-Korat breeding be 
allowed, and by keeping records of all Karats, the Association 
can help its members select the best possible bloodline 
combinations for their breeding programs. KCFA members worked 
hard to develop a good judging standard, and they started to 
exhibit their cats in shows. 
KCFA also ruled that only Karats with proper export papers,can 
be registered. To be called a "Korat", the eat's pedigree must 
be traceable to its native country--Thailand. 
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HISTORY 

An ancient Asian superstition holds that there are good-luck and 
bad-luck cats, and nearly 700 years ago, the court of Ayudhya, 
or perhaps the monks of the temples, thought this matter 
important enough to be documented. The National Library in 
Bangkok now has in its care at least nine handwritten books about 
cats. The books date back to the Ayudhya period (1350-1767) and 
contain illustrations of cats and, in the form of short poems, 
describe their physical attributes and magical powers. These 
pictures, and especially the descriptions, prove that the Korat 
has not changed since that time. 

Of the seventeen good-luck cats shown in these manuscripts, we 
find three breeds that have become part of our western world 
today: the Siamese, Burmese and Korat. Siamese and Burmese cats 
arrived earlier, and today members of both these breeds hardly 
resemble their ancestor of the early manuscripts. 

Four popular breeds, 
from left: Burmese, 
Siamese, Korat, singhasep 

Korat and Singhasep 

It is for this reason that Korat breeders are very apprehensive 
about inexperienced breeders and judges who may overlook or 
neglect characteristic features which are inherent to the 
original Korat cat and, thereby, over a period of time, influence 
its appearance. 
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STANDARD 

Looking at the Korat in its entirety, there are three important 
characteristics: 

ALL SMOOTH CURVES, LARGE LUMINOUS EYES, and a SILVERBLUE COAT 

Bodyform, 
legs, and tail (25 points) 

The standard describes a 
medium-sized cat, with a 
well-muscled, supple body, 
that suggests power. But 
the cat must not look its 
weight, when you pick it up, 
is unexpected. 
Medium is a much-used des
cription in cat standards, 
and here too, in the case of 
the Korat, it is very appropriate. (Neither Manx-like short nor 
long like a Siamese). Height, breadth and length are in 
proportion and the overall appearance is one of balance and 
harmony. 
The back is carried in a curve, the chest is broad, and the 
flanks taper slightly towards the hindlegs. 

Legs 

The length of the hindlegs, measured from the base of the tail 
to the floor, appears to equal the distance from the base of the 
tail to the nape of the neck. The forelegs are slightly shorter. 
The paws are oval. 

Tail 

The tail is heavier at the base and tapers to a rounded tip. The 
length is proportionate to all other dimensions--it fits the cat, 
which means it is not longer than medium. 
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Profile 

The profile is well-defined, 
with a flat forehead and a 
slight stop. The nose has a 
downward curve just about the 
nose leather. 

Head and Ears (20 points) 

When viewed from the front, or looking down from just back of the 
head, the head is heartshaped, with breadth between and across 
the eyes. . The eyebrow ridges form the upper curves of the 
heart, and the sides of the face curve softly downward and, 
together with chin and nose, complete the heartshape. 
The description "heartshaped" was included in the standard early 
in order to emphasize that head and face are neither round nor 
wedged. Particularly in mature males, the heartshape of the head 
is very often accentuated by a furrow, or crease, in the center 
of the forehead. 
The bone structure of the head undergoes considerable change as 
the cat matures. (This can surely be observed in other breeds 
too) • In Korat kittens and adolescents, the shape of the head may 
be longer, more slender, and during the period when they loose 
their first teeth, the stop may not be visible for a while. This 
is quite often the case with young males. 
The fact that the Korat is slow to mature is given special 
consideration under "Eye colour" in the standard. 
UNDESIRABLE - A pinch or narrowness between the eyes. 
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Nose · 

The nose takes up approximately one third of the length of the 
head and has a downward curve just above the leather. Here again, 
proper balance is the clue. 
UNDESIRABLE - A nose that appears to be too long or too short in 
proportion to the head. 

Jaw and chin 

Strong and well developed, making a balancing line for the 
profile and properly completing the heartshape. Not too long, 
or sharply pointed; and not a weak chin that gives the head a 
pointed look. 

Ears 

Large and open. Set high on the head, with a large flare at the 
base and a rounded tip, they give the cat an alert expression. 
Hairs inside the ears are very sparse; on the outside they are 
extremely short and close-lying. 

The "heartshape" is a wholistic observation, unifying the 
broadness of the head, the eyebrow ridges, the chin and jaw and 
muzzle. With the breadth between and across the huge, alert eyes, 
the Korat has a wide open, flowing expression harmonizing with 
the heartshape. 
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Eyes and placement (15 points) 

The eyes seem oversized for the 
face; they are wide open, 
large and luminous, and have a 
very special kind of depth -
like a light shining from within. 
The eye aperture is round but 
shows a slight slant when closed 
or partially closed. 
UNDESIRABLE - Small or dull eyes. 

"Those eyes!'', is one of the most frequently heard exclamations. 

Eye colour (5 points) 

A luminous green is preferred, but golden-green is acceptable. 
In the old manuscripts, the eye of the Korats are said to be "as 
dew drops on a lotus leaf, or on young rice," which is indeed a 
perfect description of the luminous depth we require--you see the 
colour through shining moisture. 
Kittens and adolescents can have hazel, yellow, amber or 
greenish-yellow eyes. The colour does not usually fully develop 
until the cat is two years old. 

I would like to draw your attention to the fact that it is for 
this reason we give only 5 points for eye colour: Because it is 
so long in developing, we do not want otherwise excellent cats 
penalized when their eye colour is still in any one of the 
transition stages. 
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coat (10 points) 

The single coat has a special quality, which would be lost if our 
Korats were to be crossed with any other breed. The hairs are 
short to medium long, fine and glossy. Because there is 
no undercoat, the fur is soft to the touch and smooth as silk. 
The colour is silverblue with silver tipping, and the fur lies 
close so that the silver sheen emphasizes the lines and movements 
of the body. As the cat moves, the coat is inclined to break 
along the spine. We believe it is necessary to make special 
mention of this, because some judges might think the coat to be 
greasy or the cat to have been neglected. 

coat colour (20 points) 

An even silverblue with silver 
tipping. Where the coat is short, 
the sheen of silver is intensi
fied, but a cat with silver tip
ping on head, legs and feet only 
is not desirable. 
The coat colour is given 20 
points because great importance 
is attached to the silverblue 
colour with its silver tipping. 
The description of the colour 
lies in the very name of the breed. 
In the old manuscripts, the coat 
is described as having "roots 
like clouds and tips like silver" 
(see the Korat story). 

On close examination, you will find the hairs to be a lighter 
blue at the roots and darkening to a silveblue (tarnished silver, 
to some) just before turning silver at the tip. If you run a 
finger against the hair, you can easily see it. The intensity 
(light or darkness) of the blue can vary; it is, again, the 
balance, the subtle gradation from root to silver tipping, that 
produces the desired warm sheen of silver. 
The colour can also be somewhat climate-dependent. In Europe, 
cats that spend time outside will grow a longer, heavier coat, 
which is likely to be more open and reveal the lighter colour at 
the base of the hair. Although this gives the impression of a 
lighter blue, the lighter shade at the roots can make the silver 
tipping less apparent, and thus the silversheen will disappear. 
It can also cover the warmer overtone and make for a lighter but 
colder blue. A coat that is very fine and smooth lying, can 
actually be of a darker blue because this will set off the silver 
tipping and thereby heighten the desired silver sheen. 
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The silver tipping is apparent ' from birth, but it becomes more 
prominent as the cat matures. The coat of a kitten or of an 
adolescent is often a little longer than that of a mature cat. 
As I already mentioned, coat quality can be climate-dependent. 
The health and general condition of the cat also affect its coat, 
and so can certain kinds of food. We have found that a special 
type of dry food, and some canned food too, can cause a brown 
tinge. Some people say the dearly loved sunbath will brown the 
coat, but in all the years I have lived in Thailand, I never saw 
a brown Korat. I have also talked about this with a number of 
Korat owners who live in other warm climates, but none has come 
across this problem. Licking, however, nursing their kittens, and 
a long winter behind the stove can discolour the fur. 
Climate should perhaps be taken into consideration, and lighting 
in show halls is certainly almost always a problem. Like many 
other breeds, the Korat should be seen in . daylight; only 
daylight brings out the true eye colour, and only daylight lets 
you fully appreciate the silver sheen on a Korat coat. 

Injuries from bites and scratches, even from injections, 
can cause white hair to sprout. Occasionally, about as rarely as 
we see tail faults, we see a few long white hairs in the locket 
andjor groin area. Animals showing such faults are not used for 
breeding, and in our sales contract we clearly attest to the 
quality of the cat. Ghost markings can be discerned i the coat 
of adolescents. 
UNDESIRABLE - Silver tipping on head, legs and paws only. 

Kittens and Adolescents 

Kittens and adolescents can differ 
from the standard: 
- The eye colour can cover the range 

from amber to brown and olive-green 
before the true green begins to 
appear around the pupils. 

- The profile can be nearly straight, 
and even a pinch is possible. 

- While the head is quite often long 
and slender, it is never wedge-shaped. 
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We also go through our ugly-duckling stage. All of us have 
experienced it: that a nice kitten suddenly has small, brown 
eyes, a longish face, maybe even a pinch, and ears that are 
entirely too big! 

Then comes the day when this adolescent starts to blossom, 
smooth curves develop, and the huge eyes turn greener every day. 
The profile gets its proper lionlike downward curve and the head 
the required breadth between and across the eyes. 

It is just as difficult for us as it is for many other-than
Karat breeders to pick the "super-kitten" out of an average 
litter, but double is the pleasure and joy when we see this 
average kitten again--developed into a raving beauty. 

Tha Karat is a silverblue cat from its birth until its death. 
No other colour can be accepted. Should there occur another 
colour, the cat cannot be called a Karat because it does not live 
up to its Thai . name in which its description lies. 

DISQUALIFY 
silverblue. 

White lockets or spots. Any other colour but 



KOP.AT - No. 34 

Body 

Head & ears 

Coat 

N0se Leather 

Paw Pads 

Remarks 

Scale of Points 

Medium in size ( neither short like a Hanx nor long like a 

Siamese), muscular, supple, powerful but not heavy in build. 

Back curved. Heavier in weight than appearance suggests. Alert. 

Legs in good proportion to the body; hind legs slightly longer 

than front ones. Feet oval. 

Tail medium long,heavier at base, tapering to a rounded tip. 

Viewed from the front, the head is heart-shaped with breadth 

between and acrcss the eyes. The eyebrow ridges form the upper 

curves of the heart and the sides of the face curve gently 

down to the chin to complete the heart shape. Muzzle neither 

sharply pointed nor square; a jaw pinch is a fault. Too 

narrow a head with not enough width between the eyes is also 

undesirable. Nose length in proportion to face with a 

slight stop in profile; a nose too long or too short for good 

proportion is undesirable. There is a slight downward curve 

at the tip of the nose and nose leather. Chin strong. 

Ears large, broad at base, slightly rounded at tips, set high 

on the head to give an alert expression. Inside of ears 

lightly covered and outside .. well covered with .extremely short 

and close hair. 

Large and luminou~, round and well opened, rather over-sized 

for size of face. Small eyes are undesirable. Brilliant 

green colour preferred but amber is permissible. Until the 

cat is 2 years old the colour can be amber or greenish-amber. 

The distinctive colour does not become true until after 2 

years of age. 

Single coat, short to medium in length, glossy and fine and 

lying close to the body. Inclined to break over the spine as 

the cat moves. Colour silver-blue all over, hairs tipped with 

silver, the more silver the better. At the extremities where 

the ccat is shorter, the silver is intensified. No shading· 

or tabby marks. Undesirable: coats with silver tipping 

on only the head, legs and feet. 

Dark blue-grey or lavender 

Dark blue-grey to lavender with a pink tinge 

Faults are: white hairs or white patches, any colour other 

than blue and silver. 

Body (incl. legs & tail) 25 points 

Head & ears 20 points 

Eye shape & set 15 points 

Coat colour 20 points 

Coat texture 10 points 

Eye colour 5 points 

Condition 5 points 

100 points 
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THE KORAT 

This rJre nati ve of ThJibnd is J healthy, muscular cJt of unusuJIIy fin e disposition. He is greatly loved by the Thai people Jnd is regJrde<.l as J goo<.l lu ck cot. His huge. 
luminou s, green ·gol<.l eyes Jre ve ry exp ressi ve . Originally gtven only JS a ma rk of high esteem Jn<.l honor to one 's dose pcrsonol frien<.ls . we J rc fort unate to hJve fine 

Korats being bre<.l in the t..:nited Stores. 

Color: The Korat is blue in overall c·olor. but is 
tippeJ with silver -the more silver tippin~. the 
bt:ttcr. \lu't not havt: sh:.~din~ or tabbv m~trkin~-.. 
In th~.! shorta ·\.:'OJ.tt:d Karat. tilL' sht..·cn ~f tilL' sih7L'r 
tipping is 3cct:ntuJtcd. 

Body: ~kdium in sizt.• \d th strong. muscu
lar. s~m i-t:obby body. Tll~ bon~ st ructur~ 

is mt,;dium. 

TJil: \kdium in kngth.ill·aricr at 
bast.' t~qk'ring to a rounded tip. :\ 
non-visibk kink h; pL' rmi ..;sihk. 
\lust nut haVe' a risihl.1· kinked 
tail. 

~ 

Legs: Well proportioned to the body 
sizt:-nt:itht!r too long nor too short. 

;\{od~f-Cil. Larli11's Sukisari of :\{argus 
Captiuns- William P. Thompw11 
Pilotograpl! -Cres: entia A /len 

Eyes: Large :u1J luminou': p~Hti~.·ubrly 

prornin~?nt. tll~..·y :trt' 'vidl:' op(,.·n and 
oversized for thc Lt~.·c. Tht: ~·yl:' :.~pcrturt:. 

wlli~..:h ..;ho''" :t'i \\"l'll ro unLkd wht:n fully 
opt:n. h~1.-. J!l :\sian sbnt wlk·n panially 
or fully closed. Color is brilliant 

Ears: Ltrgt:. ,,.it\1 a rowu.lcd tip 
;md larg~ tl:tre at the base. The 
t.:'~trs arc sd high on. the ltead 
giving an c .\prL'ssion of :dertne'is. 
The insidt.' or the t.'Jf;o, JfL' sp:Hst.•ly 

t'urnisl1e<.l~ 

HeJJ: \lihcn viewed from the 
front :mJ looking down on the 
head, it is heJrtshJpeJ. There 
is bre;.~dth bctwe~n anU Jcros.s 
rht: t!yes :md a g~ntk curvt.: to 
a well developed, but not 
sharply pointed muzzle. 

_(,;.· ' 
,.,.

7
~;/j Forehead: Lar~e Jnd lbt. In 

~-:_;:;- · ~hi.! mJI~s . ther~ is J s!ig!H 
· ,, _ mc..kntJtlon wha:h JL'et: nt:\ 

the head's overall heart· 
shaped appearance. 

,,~ 

i\ose: Short and 
\\·irh a sli~ht down
ward t:urve. \\'ht.:n 
vit:weLI in prordt:. 
there is a >'11:~111 stop 
between the fore· 
hi.'Jd anJ nose . No,~.· 
k:llher and lips arc• 

· dJrk blue or 
lavender. 

Coat: Singk (Js opposeJ to 
double coot). The hair is silurt 
to medium in length and is 
glossy and fine. II lies close to 
the body but is inclined to 
brcJk over the spine• as the 
KorJt moves. 

Paws: Oval in shape with five toes on front 
pa\\'" Jnd four tal's on bJck p:..~ws. ,\flnt h:.J.vt: 
fOrr~~t numbl.:'r of toes. Pa\v pads range in 
color from dark blue to pinkish tin~ed 

bvt:nder. 
Condition: Perfect physical condition with 
muscular. alert appeJrance. 
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TUE l<OKJIT STOKY 

The eyes of the Korat are like those of no other cat, expressive oversized for the face, with a 
depth and intense gaze that take your breath away ... as sparkling as the "dewdrops on a lotus leaf". 
Like all new-born kittens, at first the eyes are blue, changing to amber with a green tinge around the 
pupil during adolescence. Then, when the cat is MATURE (which can take FOUR YEARS or even 
longer!), the eyes are luminous green. Consideration of this "late-blooming" eye color MUST be given 
in the show ring. 

The head is "double-heart·shaped", with breadth between and across the eyes. Actually a heart 
face upon a heart head, the eyebrow ridges form the upper curves of the face heart and the sides, gently curving down to a 
strong and well-developed chin and jaw, make a balancing line for the profile and properly complete the over-all double-

<"' V., heart-shape. There must be no narrowness between the eyes, or weakness of chin that gives the head a pointed look, 
) C nor may the chin be heavy or square which would blunt the heart-shape. This "double heart" develops with maturity. 
~ r- The large ears, set high on the head, give an alert expression . This is a breed that struggles through an "Ugly Duckling" 

\ ~ stage and for which maturity gathers greater honors in the show ring. The mature Korat has a well defined profile with a 
~ slight stop between the forehead and the nose which has a lion-like downward curve just above the leather. The nose must 
C" not appear long in proportion to the head or be so short it gives the double heart a squashed down look. 
;t 

The body is hard and muscular, and semi-cobby (a word which can be defined as not shortcoupled 
like the Manx or long like the Siamese). The tail is thick at the base, tapering to a rounded tip, not whippy. 
While a kink in the tail is believed to gather extra luck for the owner of a Korat, we do not take our Korats 
w ith tail faults- or with any white spotting- to the shows, and neither do the Thais. Korat females are 
dainty while males are larger and more powerful looking. 

Korats have extraordinary powers of hearing, sight and scent. They are gentle pets, moving softly and 
cautiously, disliking sudden, loud or harsh noises. Those destined to be shown must be trained from 
birth to accept noise and handling, possibly by keeping a radio on in the nursery, and by lifting and posing 
the kitten, as judges do. Korats form an exceptionally strong bond of affection with their owners and 

respond warmly to fondling, settling as close as possible. They are wildly 
vigorous at play. They crave their own kind and flourish best where there are 
not several breeds of cats and where they get individual attention. They mix 
well with other cats but tend to want to have the upper hand, and will not let the others keep 
them from their rightful place at their owner's side. They are very smart and likely to join in 
with whatever is going on. Constant companionship and participation with humans are very 
important to them. They have been cherished for centuries in their native Thailand and they 
naturally expect this tradition to be maintained wherever they go. Indeed, the rare feeling of 
love these cats offer - and inspire - has been shown to provide precious benefits for the 
lonely and to fulfill the need of those who enjoy especial understanding and closeness with 
their pets. They are not deliberately destructive; though they enjoy hearty play, they are not 
mischievous by nature. They do not "talk" much - only a warm greeting or perhaps a hurry 
up call for food. 

Copyright by Daphne Negus 
May not be reproduced in whole or in part without author's permission . 



Their hair does not float off when they are being stroked and petted, 
so many people with an allergy to cat hair find their proximity tolerable. 
They must be well groomed and, of course, carefully bathed before bein_g 
presented in the show ring. The silvering over the whole body should 
make a halo, or aura, effect, and the close lying fur shine like a polished 
silver dollar. 

Karats are extremely intelligent and intuitive; for example, the morning before one cat left Thailand for a new home 
in the United States, she went over and licked her two kittens of a former litter from head to tail, then climbed into 
the carrier that was to take her away. She had not paid any attention to those kittens for a long time, but she said good
bye to them . 

When one owner was moving house, she took her cats to a nearby home for safety while the moving men were carrying 
out the furniture. Although the cats had never been outside, or to that other home, one of them broke through a window 
screen and found her way back to her owner, determined to make sure she wasn't going to be left behind. 

An owner, who had put a mother cat and kitten in a cage for safety while vacuuming, glanced up in time to see the 
mother cat glaring reproachfully at her· while, her kitten in her mouth, threatening to lower the tiny mite into a bowl 
of drinking water unless she was taken out of the cage immediately. To signal she was ready to eat, a Korat picked up 
her owner's wristwatch from the kitchen table and placed it on her empty dinner plate. 

They are considered a symbol of good fortune by the Thais. Many Good Luck traditions surround them: they are 

the color of silver, signifying wealth; they are the color of rain clouds, with eyes the color of young rice, meaning good 

crops. The gift of a pair of Si-Sawat cats to a bride ensures a fortunate marriage. In recent years, a Thai businessman 

purchased lottery tickets whose numbers corresponded to his Karat's entry numbers at cat shows- and won. A Bangkok 

lady was asked for a male Karat by a priest from a nearby temple. She was reluctant to let one go -and no male kittens 

were born in her household for a very long time. It is no wonder, then, that the Thai people value the Karats so highly 

they will rarely, if ever, sell them but will give them as gifts to those people they hold in special honor and esteem. 

The earliest known picture of a • Karat, or Si·Sawat, cat is to be found in the ancient book of 
paintings and verses, known as THE CAT-BOOK POEMS, in Bangkok's National Library. It is 
believed by The Fine Arts Dept., a Division of Thailand's Ministry of Education, to have been 
produced some time during the Ayudhya Period of Siamese History (1350-1767). Identity of 
the artist is lost. Cat, as well as dog and bird books, represent a cultural tradition in Siam 
(which became Thailand on June 24, 1939.) Of the fifteen or so ancient MSS. in the National 
Library, nine contain pictures of cats. 

A high-ranking monk, Somdej Phra Buddhacharn Buddhasarmahathera, was commissioned by King 
Rama V (1869-1910) to copy THE CAT-BOOK POEMS on special Khoi paper. Known as the SMUD KHOI 
OF CATS, it hangs in a high gla5s case in the Minor Arts Room of Bangkok's National Museum. Books were 
folded, not bound as is a more recent version, known as THE BOOK OF THE CAT, also in the National 
Library, apparently a twentieth century version of the cats and their accompanying verses. This shows seven
teen cats whose ownership brings good fortune and six with boding of the very reverse. Among the Good Luck 

cats is the Karat. A translation of the verse by Khun Prasit Sahakorn says: 'The cat 
'Maled' has a body color like 'Doklao'. The hairs are smooth, with roots like clouds and 
tips like silver. The eyes shine like dewdrops on a lotus leaf." 'Mated' means seed. 'Dok' 
means flower, and 'lao'.ca~ be translated as 'lemon-grass', 'pampas grass', or 'reed blossom'. All of 
these are silvery and silky smooth, so are applicable to the Karat coat. 

King Ram a V is said to have named the breed when he remarked: 'What a pretty cat- where is 
it from?" and was told "Korat". A Mr. Robins, of New York City, attested to their existence in that 
Province in 1906. It is said that their coloring protected them, among the granite areas of Pimai 
District, from extinction in the constant wars that raged between Siam and her neighbors. Nowadays, 

• Karat is pronounced with equal stress on each syllable - KOH- RAHT, not KAW-ratt and not Ka-RATT. 



in Thailand, the Karats are generally referred to as the Si-Sawat cats (see-sah-waht) and, of course, they are found in other 
Provinces. Si (see) means color. Sawat has several meanings, including good fortune or prosperity. Si-sawat is also a 
compound Thai word meaning a mingled color of grey and light green. The seed (Mated) of the Look Sawat, a non-edible 
fruit that grows wild in Thailand is this mingled color, with a smooth, glossy shell. There ' s no changing the color of the 
breed. It can only ever be Si-sawat. Karats are silver-blue from birth until death; a cat of any other color is not a Karat. 
Their coats are soft and close-lying, with each blue hair tipped with silver. This silver sheen casts a gorgeous halo outlining 
the eat's smoothly curved body. The Thais call this highly prized tipping "sea-foam". It was no doubt thus that Dr . Hugh 
M. Smith, Adviser in Fisheries to His Siamese Majesty's Government from 1923 to 1934 must have seen them, as quoted 
in Sydney W. France's book, SIAMESE CATS, published in 1948. So, it seems, did a Mr. Russell, as reported in THE 
BREEDING AND MANAGEMENT OF THE SIAMESE CAT, by Kathleen Williams (1950). 

In CATS: SHOW & PET (1912) and OUR CATS AND ALL ABOUT THEM (1930), c. A. House reports that a young 

Englishman, a Mr. Spearman, just home from Siam, exhibited a Blue Siamese at a National Cat Club show held in the 

grounds of Holland House, in 1896. "This cat was blue instead of biscuit colour, as were the majority 

of Siamese which we had seen up to that time, and Mr. Louis Wain, who was judging, refused to 
recognize it as a Siamese and left it out. He argued with Mr. Spearman that it was not a Siamese 
but that gentleman said it was and that there were others in Siam from where he had previously 
brought it." THE CAT BOOK POEMS, the SMUD KHOI and THE BOOK OF THE CAT depict only 

the Seal Pointed cat. In the 1950's, Mr. B. A. Stirling-Webb wrote that in.Siam in the early days ... 

"the Seal Pointed cat was the normal type and predominated in numbers. On one side of it there was the Blue Pointed 
which came halfway between it and the K or at cat which was an all-blue animal similar in coloring to a shorthaired blue, ' 

while on the other side came the chocolate-pointed, halfway to the all chocolate cat which approximated to the Burmese." 
As Phyllis Lauder wrote in the April 1968 SIAMESE NEWS OUARTERL Y: " ... It certainly seems highly probable 
that the gene for blue dilution of Melanin came to the Seal Pointed cat of Siam from a blue cat known to have lived wild 
in the jungles of the Malay Peninsula, across the Isthmus of Kra via Karat, where it is fairly well shown that there were 
Blue-over-all shorthair cats." THE JOURNAL OF CAT GENETICS discusses Karats and their background, speculating 

on the Karat being the forerunner of the Blue Pointed, there being no actual record of the ancestry of the first Blue Points. 

(Keeler, Cobb & Bryant}. In the STUD BOOK FANCIERS ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER No. 11, Summer 1974, Martha 

Wise wrote : " Some years ago, an attempt was made to trace the source of the blue gene in Siamese cats. The group, which • 
included a geneticist, found that virtually all the early blue points they traced could be taken back to CARLISLE LAD and 
concluded that he carried the factor even though he was himself a seal paint. Unfortunately, the Karat being unknown in 
the western world at that time, they also concluded that he could only have acquired the gene for blue through the cross 
breeding of a Siamese and a British, or possibly a Russian Blue. This seems grossly unfair to both CARLISLE LAD and his 
owner who, having registered him as born 1910 in Siam and imported into England, is thus accused, ipso facto of falsifying. 
Knowing as we do now, that the K orat cat is native to that part of Asia, there seems little reason to doubt that this was the 
true source of the blue gene, not some cross to a western cat." 

In 1959, the first pair of Karats known to have been imported for breeding purposes came to the United States. 

Karats began attracting the attention of cat fanciers in the 1960' s . Their numbers were few and they had no championship 

status in the shows. In May, 1965 the KORAT CAT FANCIERS ASSOCIATION, an unaffiliated breed society, w as 

founded. A Proposed Standard was compiled from descriptions of their Karats sent in by the members. This standard 

was submitted to the U .S . and Canadian cat associations in October, 1965, for their consideration 

and acceptance. In a few months, the Karat was recognized and the standard adopted by most of 

these bodies. The first time the Karat competed for honors in Championship classes was June 1966, 

an American Cat Fanciers Association show, in King of Prussia, PA. We attribute this extraordinarily 

rapid acceptance of the Karats to their intrinsic beauty and the united effort of a dedicated group 

bound together by a shared love of a highly prized native cat, whose characteristics and traditions 

we all pledged ourselves to maintain. Members of KCFA dedicate themselves to the PROTECTION 

AND DEVELOPMENT of the Karat cat ... PROTECTION comes first . 



we prize our sweet-natured cats highly and sell them with the KCFA Inc. (Incorporated in 1977) 
Sales Pledge/Contract, signed by Seller and Buyer which guarantees that the cat is of proven Thai 

ancestry, is AS REPRESENTED as to quality, temperament and health, has had all immunizing 

vaccinations, and has been HANDLED WITH LOVE SINCE BIRTH. The Buyer promises not to 

let the cat run loose unprotected, or give the cat away without the knowledge of the seller in 

the event it becomes impossible to keep it, never to deal with a pet shop or animal dealer, and 

never to permit breeding with another breed with intent to represent the progeny as Korats. 

The Contract is signed in behalf of a Pet quality Korat (namely one that has faults as defined in 
our judging standard) and it is an Agreement to have the cat neutered or spayed at the proper age. Upon receipt of a 

certificate from a registered veterinarian that the operation has been performed, the papers are forwarded without further 

charge to the new owner. Further protection is afforded KCFA Members and their cats because each Member signs the 

Membership Pledge which clearly sets out simply worded rules aimed at preserving the breed and building its popularity 

and binds the Member to a Pledge to abide by the KCFA Inc. Constitution. 

By means of KCFA Inc. Census Forms, maintained and circulated by the Breeders & Owners Directory Chairman, 

Members have access to up-to-date information on suitable pairings of bloodlines, available cats, kittens and stud service, as 

well as where the Korats are and who has them. These forms give an invaluable reference service not only for present day 

breeders but for those to come in th_e years ahead. KCFA Inc. also keeps records of all imports. The Regional Directors 

and Board Members have these files and are always available to give advice and aid. Inquiries from the public are handled 

by the Regional Directors, using these files, so it's important for Members to supply up-dated statistics. The Association 

advertizes and publishes pamphlets as part of the endeavor to develop the breed. A newsletter is published four times a 

year and members are urged to participate by submitting articles and items of interest to make the newsletter an outlet 

for information about the Korats and the Association. The newsletter is named MAl PEN RAI, a happy philosophy of 

"It doesn't matter", or "Never, never mind", and use of this phrase is intended as a constant reminder to the owners 

never to take themselves so very seriously that they forget the real reason for the existence of the Association -their 

CATS I 

Many Korats have been imported into the U.S. and their offspring sent on to other countries. Many have gone direct 

from Thailand. Some of the countries where the Korats have been adopted now include Canada, South Africa, U.K., 

Australia, New Zealand, Japan, Europe and Scandinavia. The KCFA Inc. Director of International Affairs provides a 

close liaison on Korat matters. 

Interest in the breed continues to expand worldwide. Supporting breed societies are being formed, including The 

Si-Sawat Society, the Sah·Waht!·Dee and the Sunrise (CFA), Korat Fanciers of the East (CFFJ, and The Korat Group 

in England, who also publish a newsletter, called SI-SAWAT. 

The K or at is possibly the only ancient native breed now being developed in the Western world as well as in its native 

land in its ancient natural form. There are native blue cats in many countries; ONLY THAI LAND is the mother country 

of the Korat. All true Korats trace their ancestry to Thailand. 

W'itten especially fo' the KORAT CAT FANCIERS ASSOCIATION INCORPORATED 
For the Protection and Development of the Karat Cat, 

the Silver Blue Cat with the Thai Passport, by Daphne Negus. 
Copyright Daphne Negus. 

lnquirie$: 7126 N. 19th Avenue I 122, Phoenix, AZ 85021, U.S.A. 
(602) 995·1822 
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(Read across pag~ from phrase on left to phrase on right 
to complete each line of text as it should be read. 
Footnotes are supplied for the many Thai puns, and words 
and phrases with "double entendre". 

7 
THE FIFTH PICTURE 

THE FIFTH PICTURE IS OF THE CAT NAMED MA-LAID 

OR DOK-LAOB 

THE CAT MA-LAID 

HER COAT IS AS THE FLOWER 
OF THE PAMPASS GRASS 

8 

THE BASE OF EACH HAIR 

AND HER EYES ARE LIKE THE DEW 

IS OF AN EVEN COLOUR: 

SMOOTH AND ORDERLY: 

IS THE COLOUR OF A CLOUD9 

WHEN DROPPED ON THE LEA~ 
OF THE LOTUS 

10 
THE CAT MAL- ED HAS A BODY COLOUR Ll KE 

11
DOKLA0

11 

THE HAIRS ARE SMOOTH 
WITH ROOTS LIKE CLOUDS 

THE EYES SHINE L1 KE DEWDROPS 

AND TIPS LIKE SILVER 

ON A LOTUS LEAF 
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FOOTNOTES by Ianthe Cormack for her 1976 translation of THE BOOK OF THE CAT. 
identified by the initials DN. 

Oc~asional footnotes by Daphne ~egus are 

1. A Thai pun. It refers to the Wai but also to 
the fact that he is thinking about the poems 
and then writing them. 

2. Actually, the purebred cats as opposed to the 
'freaks'. Some, like the Korat, are both 
'Good Luck' and 'Good Pedigree'. 

3. I had a thought about 'Eyes of Fire'. Count 
the cats with yellow or gold eyes ! 

4. Shapely. Translates as 'good conformation' or 
'good feature'. 

5. Impossible to translate accurately since it 
refers to a Thai concept of the quality of 
light, for which there seems to be no English 
equivalent. 

6. Actually t~anslates as spots (i.e.pimples) or 
daubs. 

7. Apart from myself, Luang Paripon, Deirdre CUrtis
Cooke, my Thai teacher - and Ruen (Khunying 
Abhibal) checked all of these and passed them as 
accurate if different ! - I have had this verse 
translated by 3 Thai language experts (native 
English speakers), 4 everyday-Thai Thai speakers, 
and 2 Thais who speak the Royal or formal Thai 
in which the original was written. Not one of 
them agrees with any of the others 

B. I've had 7 different~ranslations of tpis, but 
pampass grass (Ruen) , and reed blossom (the Thai/ 
English plant names expert) win hands down, and 
I think they're the same flower. 

B. We picked some of this on the road to Chantanaburi 
and matched it to one of our Korats. The colour 
was rather paler but I ' was struck by 'the silkiness 
of the flower and the smooth way it lies, and 
wonder if it is not actually that the allusion is 
to the form and not the colour here. 

9. After this line (well, actually in it .. Thai has a 
habit of using one word where we would use six 
and contrarywise twenty where we have one) there 
follows (according to Ruen and my Thai teacher) 
a totally untranslatable bit about the hair colour 
changing towards the tip "like an old man's when 
he begins to go grey". 
Mr. Sunti's translation of this brought the old 
Irish ballad to mind, "silver threads among the gold",DH. 

10. The translation used by us since 1967 in KCFA Inc. material, sent to me 
by Mr. Sunti Sriskoon from his uncle, Khun Prasit Sahakorn.DN. 


